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TROLLS hits theaters everywhere on November 4, 2016! DreamWorks Animation’s TROLLS is an irreverent comedy
extravaganza with incredible music! From the genius creators of SHREK, TROLLS stars Poppy, the optimistic leader of the Trolls,
and her polar opposite, Branch. Together, this unlikely pair of Trolls must embark on an adventure that takes them far beyond the
only world they’ve ever known. This Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader is perfect for boys and girls ages 4 to 6!
DreamWorks Animation's TROLLS is an irreverent comedy extravaganza with incredible music! From the genius creators of
SHREK, TROLLS stars Poppy, the optimistic leader of the Trolls, and her polar opposite, Branch. Together, this unlikely pair of
Trolls must embark on an adventure that takes them far beyond the only world they've ever known. Now you can meet the main
characters and tour Troll Town before you see the movie! Harper is nervous about making friends. She's an artiste, and that can
mean sometimes she has her head – and her multicoloured hair – stuck in a project. But she has nothing to worry about. Poppy
and her friends are the chattiest, friendliest, danciest group of trolls she'll ever meet! And they're determined help Harper
overcome her friendship fear! This paper-over-board prequel novel introduces readers to their soon-to-be favorite characters and
features a totally original story.
Poppy is throwing a dance party and all the trolls are invited, but Biggie is shy and needs to learn some new cool moves to show
off in front of his friends.
Double the Troll-tastic fun with two DreamWorks Trolls Step into Reading books in one! This deluxe Step into Reading book
features two leveled readers in one! First, boys and girls, ages 4-6, will love reading about Poppy's big surprise at the Color Day
party. Then they can flip the book over and read Branch's sweet story about THE SOUNDS OF SPRING.
There are six DreamWorks Trolls Step into Reading leveled readers in one troll-tastic collection! This Step into Reading collection features six
DreamWorks Trolls leveled readers, including Poppy and Branch's Big Adventure, All About the Trolls, Poppy's Party, Drop the Beat!, Color
Day!, and The Sound of Spring. It's the perfect gift for children ages 4 to 7. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell
simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Step 3 readers feature engaging
characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics. For children who are ready to read on their own.
Two books in one! In 'Branch and the Party Rescue', Branch is hosting his very first party, but will his safety first approach turn everyone
away? In the second story, 'Satin and Chenille and the Fashion Show Disaster', the twins think Branch looks fabulous in their designs, but
what if Branch doesn't feel the same way?
From the makers of Shrek, DreamWorks Trolls is the hair-raising comedy filled with unbelievable adventure, incredible music, and Trolls, the
joyous creatures with crazy, colorful, magical hair! In this first book in a new and original chapter book series, Poppy and her friends get fancy
new 'dos for a party. But when they're called out on a wacky and wild adventure, will they still be party perfect?
This all-new Step into Reading reader is based on DreamWorks Trolls World Tour--in theaters April 17, 2020! Perfect for boys and girls ages
4 to 6, this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader features Poppy, Branch, and the other Trolls from DreamWorks Trolls World Tour! In the
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beginning, it's all glitter and happiness in Troll Village until Queen Poppy and Branch make a surprising discovery--there are other Troll
worlds beyond their own, each defined by a different genre of music! When a mysterious threat puts all the Trolls across the land in danger,
Poppy, Branch, and their band of friends must embark on an epic quest do the impossible: create harmony among the diverse Trolls to unite
them against certain doom. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize
familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Double the Troll-tastic fun with two DreamWorks "Trolls" Step 2 Step Into Reading books together in one volume. First, kids can read about
Poppy's big surprise at the Color Day party. Then they can flip the book over and read Branch's sweet story spring. Full color.
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